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Abstract: The module for assimilating radiance data of the Microwave Humidity Sounder-2 (MWHS-2)
onboard the Feng Yun 3D (FY-3D) satellite is built in the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model data assimilation (WRFDA) system. The CONV, 3DVar, and EnVar experiments are conducted
to investigate the impact of assimilating the new humidity sounder based on Typhoon Ampil
(2018). Both the 3DVar and EnVar experiments assimilate FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data on top of
the conventional data, while the CONV experiment only applies conventional data. In the EnVar
experiment, notable geopotential height increment is observed around the typhoon, leading the
typhoon to move northeast. In addition, the moisture field is improved to some extent. Finally, from
the analysis of the dynamic field of the typhoon, it can be found that the EnVar experiment can adjust
the dynamic structure of the typhoon. Furthermore, the assimilation of FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data
reduces the forecast error of the typhoon track and intensity. Additionally, the precipitation skill is
improved in terms of rainfall pattern and the verification score. This improvement in the precipitation
may be closely related to the features of the circulation structure concerning the evolution of the
typhoon. The improved prediction of the position and intensity of rainbands in the FY-3D MWHS-2
radiance data assimilation experiment corresponds to a better prediction of typhoon structure.

Keywords: tropical cyclone; ensemble-variational hybrid data assimilation; WRF model; FY-3D
MWHS-2

1. Introduction

Over the last couple of decades, numerical weather prediction (NWP) has played an
important role in short and medium-range weather forecasts with the rapid progress made
in computing power, atmospheric remote sensing technology, and NWP theory [1]. As the
dynamic framework and the microphysics schemes of the numerical models become more
and more accurate, the accuracy of NWP relies heavily on the quality of initial conditions [2].
Therefore, data assimilation (DA) is essential for providing high-quality initial conditions
to reduce forecast errors. By assimilating remote sensing products with a high spatial and
temporal resolution, remarkable improvements in NWP have been witnessed [3–11]. In
terms of satellites, there are mainly two kinds of devices; one is an infrared radiometer, and
the other is a microwave instrument. Compared with infrared radiometers, an advantage
of microwave instruments is the capability to have better detection of regions covered by
upper tropospheric cloud shields [12]. Therefore, microwave data are widely used to adjust
initial moisture conditions for improved forecasts [13].

Since the late 1980s, satellite radiance data have been used in numerical models directly
or indirectly to improve the accuracy of weather forecasts [14,15]. The use of satellite data
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has greatly improved the effectiveness of NWP. According to the research by the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), satellite observations account for
more than 90% of all data used for assimilation [16]. Among them, microwave data can
describe the structure and process of water vapor and detect information about the vertical
atmosphere, which contributes greatly to the improvement of prediction [10,17]. Since
China launched its first second-generation meteorological satellite FY-3A from Taiyuan
Satellite Launch Base in May 2008, the application of Fengyun 3 series satellites in NWP is
in large demand [18]. Lu et al. [19] (2011) made a preliminary evaluation of the MicroWave
Temperature Sounder (MWTS) on the FY-3A satellite by using ECMWF’s numerical model
and radiation transfer model. They found that the bias of the MWTS was related to the
frequency drift of the channels and the nonlinear errors were caused by the instrumental
materials. After bias correction, its quality was comparable to the data of Advanced Mi-
crowave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) loaded on the Meteorological Operational (MetOp)
satellite. Chen et al. [20] (2015) studied the analysis and forecast effects of MicroWave Hu-
midity Sounders (MWHS) data from FY-3A and FY-3B satellites with ECMWF’s operational
data assimilation and forecast Integrated Forecast System (IFS). The results showed that
the data quality of the two satellites was reliable, and the analysis field of the ECMWF
operational forecast model was improved after data assimilation. Additionally, the forecast
skill with assimilating FY-3 and FY-3B MWHS radiance data was also comparable to that
using similar instruments in Europe or the United States that had been in operation for
a long time. Lawrence et al. [21] (2017) evaluated the long-term performance of the Mi-
croWave Humidity Sounder-2 (MWHS-2) instrument on the FY-3C satellite based on the
ECMWF’s NWP system and found that the quality of its data was good for most channels.
According to their previous study [22], the swath width of MWHS-2 channels is 2260 km,
which is wider than ATMS (2580 km) and MHS (2310 km), meaning more fields of view
can be acquired by MWHS-2. In addition, the resolutions of all channels of MWHS-2
are higher than those of ATMS and MHS with similar frequency bands. Jiang et al. [23]
(2020) used the GSI (Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation) global analysis system to make
assessments on some commonly used radiance data, including MWHS-2, Microwave Hu-
midity Sounder (MHS), and Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder (ATMS) by a more
than one-year cycling assimilation experiment and results showed that the qualities of
MWHS-2 and ATMS data were comparable. Based on the reliability of the microwave
data quality of Fengyun 3 series satellites, many researchers have performed plenty of
experiments to analyze the influence of assimilating their microwave data on numerical
weather prediction. Xu et al. [24] (2016) studied the effects of the FY-3B MWHS radiance
data assimilation method on the analysis and forecast of binary typhoons Chan-hom and
Linfa in 2015. Results showed that the analysis of wind, temperature, and humidity was
improved. Moreover, a good performance of track, intensity, and precipitation forecast was
found. Similarly, selecting a binary typhoon case Haitang and Nesat in 2017, Xian et al. [25]
(2019) conducted all-sky assimilation of the MWHS-2 radiance observations from the FY-3C
satellite to examine the impact of all-sky assimilation on the forecast of the binary typhoons
with inspiring results. Niu et al. [26] (2021) found that assimilating MWTS-2 radiance
data can improve the track forecast of Typhoon Lekima with a GSI (grid point statistical
interpolation) data assimilation system compared with AMSU-A radiance assimilation.

Launched from Taiyuan Satellite Launch Base on 15 November 2017, FY-3D is the
fourth polar-orbit satellite operated by the China Meteorological Administration (CMA) [18].
Among the ten advanced remote sensing instruments, MWHS-2 is the second-generation
microwave humidity sounder. Currently, the impact of assimilating MWHS-2 radiance
data from the FY-3D satellite to improve NWP with different data assimilation methods
for typhoon forecast has not been fully studied, especially in the hybrid 3DEnVar frame-
work. As a destructive natural hazard, typhoons can cause huge casualties and property
losses [27]. In accounting for most of their life span on the open ocean with sparse conven-
tional observations, the effects of assimilating MWHS-2 radiance data from FY-3D satellite
on NWP deserve to be further studied.
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In the rest of the study, an introduction to the 3DEnVar method and the FY-3D MWHS-2
radiance observations are presented in Section 2, followed by an overview of the Typhoon
Ampil and experimental design in Section 3. Section 4 provides the results after the
assimilation of FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data, while Section 5 summarizes and makes
some conclusions.

2. 3DEnVar Method for Radiance Data Assimilation
2.1. 3DEnVar Method

The cost function for 3D-Var is as follows

J(x) =
1
2
(x − xb)

T B−1(x − xb) +
1
2
[yo − H(x)]T R−1[yo − H(x)], (1)

where x denotes the atmospheric state variable, xb denotes the background of the atmo-
spheric state. The difference between the analysis and the background in the model space is
constrained by the background error covariance matrix B. The cost function is also defined
with the difference between the observation yo and the analysis in the observation space
normalized by the observation error covariance R. Here H(x) denotes the observation
operator, which transforms model variables to equivalent satellite radiance and projects
variables from model space to radiance observation space. The standard deviation of the
difference between the observation and the simulated brightness temperature based on the
model is served as the observation error covariance R for the radiance data assimilation.
Further, the hybrid 3DEnVar data assimilation method further applies the ensemble to
provide flow-dependent background error covariance by adding extra terms as,

J(x) =
1
2

β1(x − xb)
T B−1(x − xb) +

1
2

β2 αT A−1α +
1
2
[yo − H(x)]T R−1[yo − H(x)] (2)

where α denotes the introduced ensemble control variable [28], A is the space covari-
ance of ensembles. β1 and β2 are defined as the weight on the static background error
covariance [29,30] and the ensemble covariance respectively, which are constrained by

1
β1

+
1
β2

= 1 (3)

The final form of the analytical increments of the hybrid assimilation is as follows,

δx = δx1 +
N

∑
n=1

(an•xe
n,b) (4)

where n stands for the ensemble size. The total increment is the sum of δx1 associated with the
static background error and the flow dependent increment related to the ensemble perturbation.

Before the assimilation, quality control of radiance data is vital. Referring to the
previous studies of Fengyun polar-orbit satellites and some common satellite quality
control methods [25], the final used quality control schemes are as follows: (1) Eliminate
the observations with brightness temperature less than 50 K or greater than 550 K; (2) reject
observations with residual (difference between observation and simulated background
brightness temperature) exceeding 15 K; (3) for the observation whose residual error is
greater than 3σ0 after bias correction. σ0 is the standard deviation of the observation;
(4) discard those complex observations over land and ocean, which are marked by the WRF
model topographic files. In the practice of assimilation, due to the complexity of cloud
and precipitation, only regions not contaminated by clouds in satellite fields of view are
used, which is called the clear-sky strategy. The systematic bias of radiance is estimated by
combining several predictors with their coefficients, including the constant 1000–300 hPa,
and 200–50 hPa layer thicknesses, surface skin temperature, total column precipitable vapor,
and the satellite zenith angle as the predictors. The variational bias correction scheme
(VarBC) [31] is applied by adding the predictor coefficients in the control variables.
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2.2. FY-3D MWHS-2 Radiance Data

The FY-3D satellite is the fourth of China’s Fengyun 3 series polar-orbit meteorological
satellites [18] that was launched successfully on 15 November 2017. Its operational orbit
is 830.5 km above the earth’s surface, and its local equatorial crossing time is 1345 UTC
(ascending). The FY-3D satellite is equipped with 10 state-of-the-art remote sensing in-
struments, which the MWHS-2 inherits from its last generation FY-3C satellite [32]. The
features of all channels for FY-3D MWHS-2 are presented in Table 1. There are 15 channels
from the FY-3D MWHS-2 sounder. Two detection channels in the atmospheric window of
89 GHz (Channel 1 with nadir resolution of 25 km) and 150 GHz (Channel 10 with nadir
resolution of 15 km) can be used for precipitation identification. Channels 2~9 (located
near the oxygen absorption line 118.75 GHz with nadir resolution of 25 km) are used
to detect the vertical structure of atmospheric temperature and precipitation parameters.
Furthermore, channels 11~15 (located near the water vapor absorption line of 183.31 GHz
with nadir resolution of 15 km) are used to obtain finer vertical distribution information of
atmospheric water vapor.

Table 1. FY-3D MWHS-2 sounder characteristics.

Channel
Central

Frequency
(GHz)

Polarizations Bandwidth
(MHz)

Frequency
Stability
(MHz)

Antenna Main
Beam Width

Antenna Main
Beam

Efficiency

1 89 V 1500 50 2.0◦ >92%

2 118.75 ± 0.08 H 20 30 2.0◦ >92%

3 118.75 ± 0.2 H 100 30 2.0◦ >92%

4 118.75 ± 0.3 H 165 30 2.0◦ >92%

5 118.75 ± 0.8 H 200 30 2.0◦ >92%

6 118.75 ± 1.1 H 200 30 2.0◦ >92%

7 118.75 ± 2.5 H 200 30 2.0◦ >92%

8 118.75 ± 3.0 H 1000 30 2.0◦ >92%

9 118.75 ± 5.0 H 2000 30 2.0◦ >92%

10 150 V 1500 50 1.1◦ >95%

11 183.31 ± 1 H 500 30 1.1◦ >95%

12 183.31 ± 1.8 H 700 30 1.1◦ >95%

13 183.31 ± 3 H 1000 30 1.1◦ >95%

14 183.31 ± 4.5 H 2000 30 1.1◦ >95%

15 183.31 ± 7 H 2000 30 1.1◦ >95%

3. Typhoon Ampil and Experimental Design
3.1. Typhoon Ampil (2018)

Typhoon Ampil was the tenth named storm in the 2018 Pacific typhoon season. It
formed over the northwest Pacific Ocean at 1200 UTC on 18 July 2018 and moved northwest
after its formation. At about 0500 UTC on 22 July, Ampil made its landfall in Shanghai,
China, located at (30◦N, 120◦E), which had been the third typhoon to hit Shanghai directly
since 1949. For most typhoons, the most destructive period is during their landfall, and
the damage is usually caused by typhoons with strong intensity and a long lifespan [33].
Ampil lasted for more than 60 h after its landfall, and it brought heavy and persistent
precipitation. Therefore, it is necessary to study the rainstorm process related to Ampil and
to find potential ways to improve forecast skills.

Figure 1 shows the typhoon circulation by National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP) Final (FNL) Operational Global Analysis data [34]. The generation and
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development of many destructive tropical cyclones are closely related to the large-scale
environment of subtropical anticyclones [35–37]. Sufficient moisture flux was observed in
the east of Taiwan to Ampil’s inner core area, and the subtropical anticyclone was largely
affected when the intensity of Ampil increased. With the increasing typhoon, the subtropi-
cal high extended westward and moved southward. Forced by the subtropical anticyclone,
Ampil tended to move along the periphery of it. Satellite radiance data information can
provide monitoring of a large area of the Earth. Compared to conventional observations,
the high temporal and spatial resolution of the radiance data facilitates more precise initial
conditions for the numeric weather forecast model [38,39]. Thus, an accurate initial condi-
tion of the circulation is essential to improve the forecast of Ampil by assimilating FY-3D
MWHS-2 radiance data.

3.2. Experimental Design

The Advanced Research WRF (ARW) [40,41] Version 4.2 is employed in our current
study. Figure 2 shows the simulation domain with the center located at (31◦N, 123◦E)
and the best track of Typhoon Ampil. The horizontal grid size is 559 × 469, and the
grid resolution is 9 km. Vertically, there are 57 layers with the model top at 10 hPa. The
0.25◦ × 0.25◦ Global Forecast System (GFS) reanalysis data are used to provide the initial
and boundary conditions. Some parameterizations used in this study include the Thompson
microphysics scheme [42], the Yonsei University (YSU) boundary layer scheme [43], the
Goddard short wave radiation scheme [44], the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM)
longwave radiation scheme [45], the Noah Land surface model, and the Grell–Freitas
cumulus parameterization scheme [46].

As the flow chart shows in Figure 3, at the very beginning, a 6-h spin-up forecast was
initiated at 0000 UTC on 21 July. The 6-h forecast valid at 0600 UTC on 21 July is provided as
the background of the first analysis. Cycling data assimilation is conducted from 0600 UTC
on 21 July to 0600 UTC on 22 July every 6 h by applying the short-term forecast of the pre-
vious data assimilation cycle to generate the background for the current data assimilation.
Then, three experiments are performed to study the utility of the new humidity sounder.
The first one, named CONV, just assimilates the Global Telecommunications System (GTS)
data with the 3DVar method. Figure 4 shows the distribution of GTS data. The GTS system
is a data communication system set up by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
to quickly and accurately observe meteorological data all over the world. Apart from
GTS data, the second experiment also assimilates FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data with the
3DVar method. Similar to the data used in the second experiment, the third experiment
adopts the EnVar method for assimilation. Finally, deterministic forecasts are conducted
from each analysis. In order to avoid the potential correlations between adjoining radiance
observations, the raw FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data are thinned on a 54 km grid. The
initial ensemble is randomly perturbed with the standard deviation in the background
error covariance. Similarly, the 6-h spin-up ensemble forecast was launched and initiated at
0000 UTC on 21 July 2018. For each analysis, Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (ETKF) [47]
is applied to update the ensemble perturbation by perturbing the observations. The EnVar
experiment employs the hybrid method with 40 ensemble members using the mean of the
6-h ensemble forecasts as the background. In this study, 75% weight is prescribed to the
flow-dependent background error for EnVar.
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Figure 1. (a,c,e) The 850 hPa circulation including geopotential height (lines, unit: dagpm), specific 
humidity (shading, unit: g/kg), wind field (vectors, unit: m/s) and (b,d,f) the 500 hPa circulation 
including geopotential height (lines, unit: dagpm), wind field (vectors, unit: m/s) at (a,b) 0000 UTC, 

Figure 1. (a,c,e) The 850 hPa circulation including geopotential height (lines, unit: dagpm), specific
humidity (shading, unit: g/kg), wind field (vectors, unit: m/s) and (b,d,f) the 500 hPa circulation
including geopotential height (lines, unit: dagpm), wind field (vectors, unit: m/s) at (a,b) 0000 UTC,
(c,d) 0600 UTC, (e,f) 1200 UTC on 21 July 2018. gpm is the units of geopotential height. 1 gpm = 9.8 J
and 1 dagpm = 10 gpm.
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4. Results
4.1. Performance of the Bias Correction

In our current study, channels 5–7 and 11–15, which are sensitive to temperature and
moisture, respectively, are used. Channel 5 is selected to check the effect of bias correction.
Figure 5 is the scatter plots of the simulated and the observed FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance
brightness temperature before and after the bias correction at 0600 UTC on 21 July 2018.
It should be pointed out that the FY-3D MWHS-2 brightness temperature simulation is
calculated by the Radiative Transfer for TOVS (RTTOV) [48]. Most dots are a bit above
the diagonal in Figure 5a, denoting that the simulated brightness temperature in the
background is higher than the FY-3D MWHS-2 brightness temperature observation before
the bias correction. The mean value of OMB (observed bright temperature minus simulated
bright temperature of background) after the bias correction is equal to 0.297 K in Figure 5b,
which is reduced compared to that before the bias correction (−2.303 K). Overall, the bias is
reduced after the bias correction. Further, after the assimilation of FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance
data, the points in Figure 5c are convergent to the diagonal. The root mean square error
(RMSE) of the analysis field is reduced from 0.842 K to 0.736 K compared with Figure 5b
(before the assimilation).
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Figure 6 shows the frequency distribution histogram of channel 5 at 0600 UTC on
21 July 2018. Before the bias correction, there was a high frequency of OMB with values
less than 0 K with a peak between −2.5 K to −2 K, demonstrating that for most cases, the
simulation of brightness temperature in the background is higher than the observations.
After the bias correction, the peak moves to around 0 K. It suggests that the bias correction
is valid. Compared with OMB, the value of OMA (observed minus simulated brightness
temperature of analysis) is further reduced to 0 K with less abnormal values.
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4.2. Ensemble Spread

Ensemble spread represents the uncertainty of the background field of the model in
the 3DEnVar data assimilation system. The higher the ensemble spread, the greater the
error in the background field. Figure 7 shows the ensemble spread of 6-h forecast at 500 hPa
from 0000 UTC on 21 July to 0600 UTC on 21 July, where Figure 7a is zonal wind speed,
Figure 7b is meridional wind speed, Figure 7c is temperature, and Figure 7d is geopotential
height. It can be found that the ensemble spread of cloud and precipitation areas in the
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tropics and near the typhoon is higher, while that of most land is lower. Based on the
flow-dependent background error, it is necessary to assimilate the FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance
data to provide additional observation information on these areas in the model to reduce
the forecast error.
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4.3. Impact on Analyzed Typhoon Structure
4.3.1. The 500 hPa Geopotential Height Increments

Figure 8 shows the increment of geopotential height at 500 hPa at 0600 UTC on 21 July
2018. The increment refers to the difference between the analysis field after the assimilation
and the background field before the assimilation for the geopotential height. In the CONV
experiment, except for a small area in the south of the typhoon center, the typhoon center
and most surrounding areas are uniformly negative increments. In the 3DVar experiment,
the increment of the typhoon center is similar to that in the CONV experiment, and the
magnitude of the increment is slightly smaller. Compared to the previous two experiments,
increments in the EnVar experiment are negative on the east side of the typhoon center,
while the value on its west side is positive. The pattern of this geopotential height increment
tends to make the typhoon move more northeastward than the other two experiments,
which corresponds to the track forecast denoted in the figure of Section 4.5. The increments
of CONV, 3DVar, and EnVar experiments were different for both the TC vortex and its
surroundings. It seems the absolute increment for Ampil in EnVar was larger than that
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for the environment (figure in Section 4.4), whereas the increments are quite comparable
for both Ampil and its surroundings for CONV and 3DVar. These can be explained by the
large background error in the flow-dependent background error covariance used in EnVar.
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4.3.2. The 850 hPa Relative Humidity Increments

Figure 9 shows the increment of 850 hPa relative humidity at 0600 UTC on 21 July 2018.
In the CONV experiment, it can be found that the negative increment is observed in the
south of the typhoon, and the positive increment is located at the north side of the typhoon.
However, in the 3DVar experiment, the positive increment is also found in the south around
the core of the typhoon. Further, in the EnVar experiment, a positive increment with a
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pattern of spiral cloud belt is evident. The magnitude of its outer region is greater than
10%, which is favorable for the maintenance of typhoons. For other dynamical model
variables, their increments are calculated through multivariate correlations, although only
temperature and humidity are applied in the observation operator of RTTOV.
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Figure 10 is the RMSD profile of the analysis increment of specific humidity enlarged
by 10 times based on the whole model domain. The value of RMSD reflects whether
these model layers are sensitive to assimilation. It should be mentioned that the humidity
increment of the CONV experiment is rather small (not shown). It can be found that both
the 3DVar experiment and the EnVar experiment have a peak at the middle layer of the
model. However, the maximum humidity increment of the EnVar experiment is around
0.5 g/kg, which is 0.1 g/kg greater than that in the 3DVar experiment. The results are
consistent with the 850 hPa relative humidity increment in Figure 9.
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Figure 10. The RMSD profile of the analysis increment of specific humidity (unit: 0.1 g/kg) at
0600 UTC on 21 July 2018.

4.3.3. The Analyzed Typhoon Structures

Figure 11 shows the analyzed sea level pressure and surface wind vectors at 0600 UTC
on 21 July 2018. It can be found that the three experiments simulate the circulation structure
of Typhoon Ampil well. Compared with the CONV experiment, the analyzed typhoon
intensity is stronger, and the wind speed near the typhoon’s inner core area is also higher
in both the 3DVar experiment and the EnVar experiment. Meanwhile, the pressure isolines
of the typhoon analyzed by the EnVar experiment are more tightly packed compared to the
other two experiments. The minimum sea level pressure (MSLP) of the CONV experiment
is 992 hPa, while those of the 3DVar experiment and the EnVar experiment are 988 hPa and
981 hPa, respectively. The simulated MSLP of the EnVar experiment is the lowest, which is
the closest to the CMA best track dataset, with a value of 982 hPa.
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Figure 11. Sea level pressure (contours, unit: hPa) and surface wind field (vectors, unit: m/s) of
(a) the CONV experiment, (b) the 3DVar experiment, and (c) the EnVar experiment at 0600 UTC on
21 July 2018.

4.4. Forecast Verification against Conventional Observations

The forecast errors are assessed in Figure 12 versus the conventional observation
averaged from 24-h forecasts initialized from each analysis. For the wind components, the
RMSE at the low and middle layers are small, while the RMSE at the high layers are large.
In contrast, the feature of specific humidity is totally different from them. In addition, the
RMSE of temperature at the middle layer are small. However, the RMSE at low and high
layers are large. Generally, the RMSE of the 3DVar experiment are smaller than the CONV
experiment, but the values are relatively higher than that in the EnVar experiment, which
denotes that the forecast errors of the EnVar experiment are the smallest.
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Figure 12. RMSE of the (a) zonal wind speed (unit: m/s), (b) meridional wind speed (unit: m/s),
(c) temperature (unit: K), and (d) specific humidity (unit: g/kg) averaged from 24-h forecasts
initialized from each analysis.

4.5. Typhoon Track and Intensity Forecast

Figure 13 shows the track of all the experiments in the 72-h deterministic forecast
initialized from 0600 UTC on 21 July. It should be mentioned that the best track dataset is
collected by the CMA [49,50]. Initial track errors exist in all experiments at the beginning
time, as expected in the background. It can be found from Figure 13b that in the first
12 h, the forecast track errors of all experiments are reduced slightly. The forecast errors
increase gradually with forecast leading time for the first 54 h. The track errors of the 3DVar
experiment are also increasing with the forecast hours for all the forecast hours, while the
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track error of the CONV experiment increases more notably. However, the track error of
the EnVar experiment decreases after 48 h, yielding a nearly consistently smallest track
error with a maximum of about 180 km.

Figure 13. The deterministic 72-h forecast of (a) tracks and (b) track errors (unit: km) initialized from
0600 UTC on 21 July 2018.

Figure 14 shows the MSLP and the maximum surface wind speed of all experiments
in the 72-h deterministic forecast. It can be found that the overall trend of the three
experiments is consistent with the observation. The MSLP forecast error of the EnVar
experiment is smallest with a magnitude less than 4 hPa after 30 h’ model integration,
although there is an obvious stronger positive deviation compared with CONV and 3DVar
for the first 24 h. In addition, the Max Wind Speed of the EnVar experiment matches best
with the best track in the first 42 h with its maximum error of less than 3 m/s. With the
integration of the model, the forecast of maximum surface wind speed in three experiments
is obviously lower than the observation after 42 h. According to Figures 13 and 14, it can be
found that the intensity prediction of EnVar has less improvement than the track prediction
when compared with 3DVar and CONV.
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Figure 14. The deterministic 72-h forecast of (a) MSLP (unit: hPa) and (b) maximum surface wind
speed (unit: m/s) initialized from 0600 UTC on 21 July 2018.

4.6. Precipitation Forecasts

In this section, the accumulated precipitation is verified to validate the method of
assimilating the FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data with the EnVar method. Figure 15 shows
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the 24-h accumulated precipitation after the landing of Typhoon Ampil from 0000 UTC on
23 July to 0000 UTC on 24 July 2018. In the observation, there are two rainstorm centers,
respectively, in Tianjin and Shandong Province. Compared with the observation, the
precipitation region of the CONV experiment is obviously more to the west, and the two
rain belts are connected. There are heavy rains in Hebei, Shandong, and Henan Provinces.
Compared to the CONV experiment, the precipitation field of the 3DVar experiment is
significantly modified. It seems that the false precipitation region is reduced in Henan
Province but increased in Hebei Province. Generally, there is a west bias in the precipitation
region compared with the observation. The EnVar experiment further reduced the false
precipitation regions in both Henan and Hebei Province. In addition, the precipitation
center in the east of Shandong Province is also simulated to some extent.
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Figure 15. 24-h precipitation distribution of (a) the observation, (b) the CONV experiment, (c) the 3DVar
experiment, and (d) the EnVar experiment from 0000 UTC on 23 July to 0000 UTC on 24 July 2018.

In order to make an objective estimate on the forecast skill of the three experiments,
the fraction skill score (FSS) is employed [51]. Generally speaking, the higher the FSS score,
the better the forecasting skill. Figure 16 is the 24-h FSS of all experiments. The FSSs of the
3DVar experiment at each threshold are higher than those of the CONV experiment, while
the EnVar experiment has the highest scores at each threshold. For small threshold values,
the advantage of the EnVar experiment is not obvious since the difference between the two
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experiments is small, especially below 25 mm. For thresholds over 50 mm, the advantage
of it is evident.

Figure 16. 24-h FSS at different thresholds.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the effects of assimilating FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data are investigated
with the EnVar and 3DVar assimilation methods under clear-sky conditions on the forecast
of Typhoon Ampil. Three numerical experiments are designed named CONV, 3DVar, and
EnVar experiments. Both the 3DVar and the EnVar experiments assimilate FY-3D MWHS-2
radiance data on top of the conventional data, while the CONV experiment only applied
conventional data. Some conclusions are found in these experiments.

The quality control and bias correction schemes for the FY-3D MWHS-2 humidity
sounder are efficient. Compared to the CONV experiment and the 3DVar experiment,
it is found that the increment of 500 hPa geopotential height, and the 850 hPa relative
humidity in the EnVar experiment is notable, which are preferable for the maintenance of
the typhoon. The assimilation of FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data with the EnVar method is
able to improve the forecasts of model variables. In the simulated 24-h precipitation, the
rainfall center and the FSS of the EnVar experiment are the best. For the typhoon track and
intensity, the EnVar experiment shows the overall best performance in the track, the MSLP,
and the max surface wind speed forecast.

In this study, positive effects are found with the FY-3D MWHS-2 radiance data using
the EnVar method for the case study of Typhoon Ampil in terms of the typhoon initialization
and forecast, although the improvements in this study may be different from operational
applications. In the following work, more typhoon cases should be chosen to verify the
effectiveness of this new humidity sounder. In addition, an all-sky strategy to capture the
typhoon’s inner core structure should be taken. In short, the new humidity sounder FY-3D
MWHS-2 has great potential for the improvement of typhoon forecast, and this deserves to
be further studied.
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